
Generac Pressure Washer Review - Comparing Models
 

Using the standard garden hose just to clean that dirt and muck off your front porch won't

work very well anymore. That is when folks start thinking about investing in a dependable

Generac pressure washer. But it is also at this time that many shop around and read the

many reviews out there on this product. To pick the right model, have read some of these

most highly reviewed units in those reviews. This way, you can make an informed decision

and end up with a reliable machine for your needs. 

 

A Generac Pressure washer has been described as a smaller brother of the Pro Pressure

range of machines. The company claims that its newer hoses have smaller nozzles which

can be pushed down further to clean that dirt. It seems that this newer model is a little less

powerful than its older brother but it does have an advantage in that it does not require an

external motor to drive the pump and the hose. Therefore, operating it just means getting it

closer to the drain. Once there, the motor kicks in and starts the cleaning process. 

 

On the other hand, a second version called the Power Pro pressure washer actually has the

motor and a separate drive for the pump. Billious Inc. Distributor There are a separate engine

and a separate spray unit for detergent. This model appears to be a little less powerful than

the power model but it does seem to be more efficient than the original. 

 

You should first know the difference between PSI power output and gallons per minute.

GPM, or pounds per square inches, is the number used to measure the power of the nozzle.

PSI power output is measured in horsepower. A higher number, such as 7123, indicates a

more powerful pump that can wash larger volumes of water at a faster rate. In fact, this

model could be used as a washing machine for cars or boats. 

 

https://billious.com/best-generac-pressure-washers/


 

Generac also makes two other types of electric pressure washers. The diesel engine models

are more popular and these are powered by diesels. The gasoline-powered models are

better for people who want a little more power but don't necessarily need an electric version.

They do, however, tend to be better at keeping a good rate of pressure rather than the gas-

powered models. Which you choose will depend on your personal preference and needs. 

 

The Generac Drier is a smaller electric version. It works well for families that do not have a

lot of washing to do. It has an easy-to-use control panel, a front-access electric tank, and an

optional lithium-ion battery. It has the capacity to handle two to five hoses, depending on the

model. The nozzle can also be adjusted, but this feature does not work well with larger

vessels. The hose length can be extended with the use of a rechargeable battery. 

 

The Generac Smart Start is similar to a pressure washer, but it has an additional benefit. The

built-in Smart Start Technology allows users to dial in the amount of water pressure through

the use of touch buttons. This technology allows users to control the flow of the water to the

nozzle. There is also a water pressure gauge built into the control panel. The Smart Start

does not require a power dial and it works best with small water loads. 

 

All of these models have the ability to change from medium-duty to heavy duty and back

again. The ability to go from a low setting to a high setting in just a few seconds is a great

added benefit for those who are unaware of the pressure levels they need to maintain. Some

of these detergent pressure washers come with wheels to easily move them from job-to-job.

In addition, some manufacturers include hose extensions to allow users to reach further into



the areas that would otherwise be inaccessible without extending their hose. 


